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CHAPTER TWO
THE REPUBLIC OF COCHINCHINA 1945-1946
*

*

*

Figure 8: Nguyễn Văn Thinh, President of the Republic of Cochinchina, sitting at
his desk in 1946. Tân Việt 1946.

The villa at 89 Rue Verdun still had its lights on late in the evening of November 10, 1946. Though
identical to many of the residences on Saigon's boulevards, for the past six months this villa had
served as the seat of government of the Republic of Cochinchina [Cộng hoà Nam kỳ], a French
sponsored government for the colony of Cochinchina. But it was also the personal home of the
Republic's president, Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh. Frustrated by French colonial administrators' refusal
to turn over the grand Norodom Palace to the Republic of Cochinchina, Nguyễn Văn Thinh made
his personal home the government's unofficial headquarters. It was a symptom of what ailed the
Republic and its renewed attempt at Franco-Vietnamese collaboration. French officials never
came to respect or trust their Vietnamese collaborators.1 What they failed to realize was that in an
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era of decolonization, trust and respect were likely the only means that could have preserved
French influence in Indochina.
The Republic of Cochinchina and its French sponsors claimed that it - and not Hồ Chí
Minh's revolutionary Democratic Republic of Vietnam - had the right to administer Cochinchina
within a federal framework that would accommodate Paris' influence in the five territories of
Indochina. In concept and conduct, the state was anti-revolutionary. It was a reaction to the
violence that had accompanied the August Revolution and collapse of the social order that
Vietnam's bourgeois elite had known. Nguyễn Văn Thinh and French administrators cooperated
in the pacification of the countryside by the Vietnamese soldiers of the Republican Guard [Cộng
hoà Vệ binh] and French forces. In return, the French had promised that the Republic would be
invested with real administrative power and political autonomy in the new French Union.
The doctor's actions that night indicated things were not well. Most evenings he closed the
shutters at 7:00 pm, retreating indoors until the morning. But for the past three days, the lights
remained on all night. To those he met, it was clear the doctor had not slept. Then on the night of
the 9th, two guests arrived late in the evening. Street vendors on Rue Verdun watched from afar
and later guessed that they were Frenchmen, being dressed in the typical garb of colonial officials.
Half an hour later, clad in his pajamas, Nguyễn Văn Thinh saw the two men out. He then wrote
out a short letter and retired.
As usual, early the following morning Hồ Biểu Chánh arrived at the villa. Though he now
served as the general secretary to Nguyễn Văn Thinh, he was also a renowned writer and novelist,
credited with introducing the modern novel to the growing community of quốc ngữ [Romanized
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Vietnamese alphabet] readers in colonial Cochinchina.2 No sooner had Hồ Biểu Chánh entered
the villa that morning, then he ran back out crying. Nguyễn Văn Thinh was dead. The president
of the Republic of Cochinchina swayed beneath a noose tied to his bedroom rafters.
The doctor's death was reminiscent of others past and those yet to come. In manipulating
Vietnamese politicians and potentates to legitimize their colonial rule, France compromised the
legitimacy of the very local agents on whom they relied. And by depending on French support to
effect their rule, these Vietnamese compromised their own sovereignty. The combination often
turned fatal. As the French Résident at Huế had noted some sixty years earlier, the Vietnamese
had long since "noticed the fragility and shortened lives of royals that France aimed to make with
its own hands and how, in the end, the stigma of foreign investiture quickly killed men."3
Nguyễn Văn Thinh died under the weight of that stigma. His memory remains buried
under it to this day. As a Cochinchinese politician in the 1920s-1940s, Nguyễn Văn Thinh was a
leading figure in Saigon's official political community. Following the revolution in August 1945
and the emergence of the DRV state and its Việt Minh front organization, he agreed to cooperate
with French forces that returned to Indochina intent on re-occupying the colonial territories they
lost to the Empire of Japan in World War II. Nguyễn Văn Thinh worked with the French Governor
General Thierry d'Argenlieu and his plans for a separate Cochinchinese state that could preserve
French influence in Indochina and thwart the DRV's drive for national unification. In mid 1946,
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Nguyễn Văn Thinh was elected president of the forthcoming Cochinchinese republic by the
reconstituted colonial council, which was itself appointed by d'Argenlieu.
Nguyễn Văn Thinh hoped that colonial officials might finally pursue genuine political
collaboration with the peoples of their colonial territories. Yet as this chapter shows, he harbored
much skepticism about the project and the intentions of his colonial counterparts in the recently
christened French Union. Gone was the empire, supposedly. Charles de Gaulle promised at the
1944 Brazzaville Conference, and again in a 24 March 1945 declaration, that the French Union
would award autonomy, citizenship, and political rights to the five Indochinese territories. French
policymakers spoke of la nouvelle France, no longer interested in empire but intent on building a
Francophone community of equals.
Nguyễn Văn Thinh and his cabinet of Vietnamese ministers gambled that the Republic of
Cochinchina would be allowed to take up those promises and inaugurate an era of Vietnamese
political independence that they had long awaited. Like French colonialists and Vietnamese
communists, they too believed in the idea of a federative Indochina comprised of the five pays or kỳ
[regions]: Laos, Cambodia, Cochinchina, Annam, and Tonkin. The last three, the Vietnamese kỳ,
held a special place for them, however, as the l'Union Annamite or the Vietnamese Union.4 These
Cochinchinese believed in a larger, national Vietnamese community within the Indochinese
federation, bound by a cultural unity but possessing an administrative autonomy that matched the
individual character of each region.
Yet even before the Republic's inauguration in June 1946, Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh and his
supporters confronted the hostility of a majority of Vietnam's political elite. Hồ Chí Minh and the
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leaders of the DRV, communist and nationalist alike, charged that Nguyễn Văn Thinh was a
proponent of "separatism," willing to sever Vietnam's sovereignty by forming a separate
Cochinchinese state. Given that the core of the senior DRV leadership aspired for a unitary,
centralized Vietnamese government based in Hanoi, the decentralized and "autonomous" state led
by Nguyễn Văn Thinh was a direct threat to their vision of a post-colonial Vietnamese state.
Most of all, Nguyễn Văn Thinh abhorred the violence and disorder that had accompanied
the August Revolution and the early rule of the DRV. Even before its official inauguration, the
DRV revolutionary forces had assassinated several members of his government. In a performative
act of sovereignty, his opponents sentenced him to death as an 'enemy', of not just their state, but
as a "race traitor" [Việt gian] who had violated his duty towards the Vietnamese nation. Nguyễn
Văn Thinh had himself survived two assassination attempts before taking office, leading him to
send his family abroad for the duration of his presidency. The Saigon press, moreover, was overtly
hostile toward him. But for the first and last time in Vietnamese history, the press operated without
the state's prior censorship. Those few papers that provided positive coverage of the Republic saw
their editors assassinated or wounded in botched attacks.
This chapter will recast the life and career of Nguyễn Văn Thinh as a means to tell the
history of the Republic of Cochinchina and demonstrate that, contrary to the designs of French
colonialists, its Vietnamese animators did not envision it as a separatist state. Furthermore, by
expanding our view of the state to include events in the late 1930s, we will see that Republic of
Cochinchina's willingness to compromise with foreign powers in pursuit of domestic political
reform was not unique. Indeed, it shared much in common with the position of urban progressives,
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conservative counselors, and even communists in 1939 during protests over the unification of
Tonkin and Annam.
It moreover will become clear that Nguyễn Văn Thinh was not a mere French puppet, nor
even a staunch defender of Cochinchina's wealthy elite. Prior to 1945, even Saigon's radical
political community considered him a progressive politician, more in the mold of Phan Châu Trinh.
And like this forebearer, Nguyễn Văn Thinh believed that Vietnamese could work with France to
achieve a more modern, prosperous society. While Phan Châu Trinh sought French assistance to
engineer a more democratic state and marginalize the Vietnamese mandarinate, Nguyễn Văn
Thinh hoped to exclude the terrorism and authoritarianism of the DRV, even though this meant
collaboration with France and the return of its own colonial authoritarianism. He nevertheless
remained skeptical of what French officials were capable or willing to do. But like a great many
Vietnamese in this time, he risked much to bet on this potential post-colonial moment. That bet
paid out a decade later for African political elites. In Vietnam, where conversely France had lost
control of its colonies during World War II and revolutionaries had filled the void, that bet would
prove disastrous.
Who exactly paid a visit to Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh late that November night is unclear.
But their conversation likely confirmed what the doctor had realized: that la nouvelle France was the
same old empire. Having staked his reputation on those promises, he now found his government
under siege, beset by infighting, and without public support from his peers. For the last time, but
certainly not the first, he had been let down by the promise of French ideals and disappointed in
the hollowness of their implementation.
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Beginnings
Three decades earlier, Nguyễn Văn Thinh had found great inspiration in those ideals. Like
a great many other Vietnamese, he volunteered to defend them in Europe during World War I.
He earned the Croix de Guerre for his service. Like his former friend Hồ Chí Minh, Nguyễn Văn
Thinh began his political life in interwar Paris under the tutelage of the exiled Phan Châu Trinh.
At this time, French security service records indicate the Nguyễn Văn Thinh supplied Hồ Chí
Minh with medical supplies for Vietnames soldiers still staioned in France.5 Nguyễn Văn Thinh
would remain an activist in the sense of his idol, working within the colonial system to effect its
reform and as an active member of Saigon's professional and political community.
Much of his time was spent tending to his medical practice and promoting the study of
medical sciences among Vietnamese. He played an important role in the journal of his friend and
colleague, Dr. Trần Văn Đôn, who had founded Vietnam's first vernacular scientific publication
in 1923, Journal of Science [Khoa học Tập chí]. Together they wrote numerous articles disseminating
their European medical knowledge to Saigon’s reading public. Their articles focusing on diseases
that plagued urban life like tuberculosis, typhoid, and scabies.6
Their desire to improve their community led both men into colonial politics, where they
believed they could ameliorate other aspects of society by joining the Colonial Council. By the mid
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1920s, this consultative body was composed of two dozen councilmen, divided between seats
reserved for Frenchmen and Vietnamese. Suffrage was limited to the small, elite community of
about 21,000 men: French settlers and Vietnamese who had obtained French citizenship.7 In 1925,
as one of his first political acts, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and other Saigon elites published a tract that
explained what their "nation" ["quốc dân"] hoped to achieve under the new Governor-General of
Indochina, Alexandre Varenne.8
Nguyễn Văn Thinh soon joined with the Constitutionalist Party of Bùi Quang Chiêu to
organize the funeral parade and memorial for Phan Châu Trinh, who had passed away in early
1926. Thereafter Dr. Thinh ran for a seat on the Colonial Council and found himself embroiled
in one of the scandals familiar to Saigon's contentious political scene. A rival candidate published
an article recalling the arrest of Phan Châu Trinh and his close associate, the lawyer Phan Văn
Trường, in France during World War I. The article alleged that they were betrayed to the French
police by a "petit étudiant en medecin" in Paris. Readers quickly understood the implication. As a
medical student in Paris and then a practitioner at the Pasteur Institute and Institute of Colonial
Medicine, Dr. Thinh rose to great professional heights. His stature, however, never had.9
Phan Văn Trường quickly came to Nguyễn Văn Thinh's defense, speaking with authority
as a pillar of Saigon's political community. He endorsed the doctor's "moral and intellectual valor"
and assured the public "in voting for Doctor Nguyễn Văn Thinh, you vote for a scientist as well a
man of courage [homme de coeur]." Phan Văn Trường further attested that Nguyễn Văn Thinh had
R.B. Smith, "Bui Quang Chiêu and the Constitutionalist Party," Pre-Communist Indochina, ed. by
Beryl Williams (New York: Routledge, 2009), 179.
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treated Phan Châu Trinh with great care in Paris when he fell ill. And the year prior, in Saigon,
the doctor continued to tend to Phan Châu Trinh's health until his dying hour. Before expiring
Phan Châu Trinh felt nothing but "a deep sense of gratitude" toward him. The sharp-tongued
lawyer went further, offering that if instead of being "a native of a colony, Doctor Nguyễn Văn
Thinh was a citizen of a free state, at this moment he would not just be a brilliant medical
practitioner, but also a faculty professor and chief resident of the capital's hospitals. That is to say,
he is one of those men who honors their heritage through their savoir."10 His unprompted testimony
settled the affair. Dr. Thinh won election.
The Vietnamese representatives of the Cochinchina Colonial Council were not mere
pawns, craven collaborators, nor anti-nationalists, contrary to what their communist and radical
nationalist opponents later claimed. Of course, among them were those prone to familiar political
vices and biases of their time. But from the moment that the Constitutionalists gained
representation on the Council, they used their voice to seek a greater role in colonial politics and
administration. They could, and indeed did to the surprise of some observers, make principled
objections to French policy. The Constitutionalists protested the colonial state's repression of
uprisings in Yên Bái and Nghệ Tĩnh. Their leader, Bùi Quang Chiêu, even called for the dismissal
of the Tonkin Resident Superior.11
Constitutionalists members were already attentive years earlier, however, when Saigon's
newspapers carried numerous stories on the Rif War in Morocco. In late 1925, they revealed that
French authorities had dispatched Vietnamese tirailleurs [colonial infantrymen] to help prosecute
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their war. Not surprisingly, the besieged Rif state of Mohammed Abd el-Krim el Khattabi
commanded the sympathies of Parisian radicals, including Vietnamese anti-colonialists like
Nguyễn Thế Truyền. Yet it also received support from segments of Saigon's moderate and
conservative Constitutionalists.
In December 1925, councilman Trương Văn Bền submitted a motion to the Colonial
Council that critiqued the war and called for the return of the Vietnamese tirailleurs. Among the
French councilmen, only one supported the proposal. Beyond a few progressive critics in the
French community, the motion failed to arouse much opposition to colonial policy. But it did raise
their ire. The conservative colon newspaper l'Impartial charged that Trương Văn Bền's motion was
of "Bolshevik" inspiration.12 While Trương Văn Bền and his son-in-law were connected to more
radical Vietnamese groups in Saigon, the accusation likely caused laughter rather than
consternation. Trương Văn Bền was decidedly a capitalist: a successful businessman who
manufactured the famous soap Xà Bông Việt Nam, among other refined oil products.

Annam, Indochine, and Vietnam
Trương Văn Bền chose his soap's name to capitalize on the emerging national and regional
consciousness of Vietnamese. With the onset of colonial rule, French colonial officials standardized
the term Annam to refer to both the Vietnamese race and the kingdom located in the central kỳ.
Simultaneously, through their colonial rule over Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, France promoted
the idea of a unified Indochinese space, much the way that the Dutch rule over a disparate East
Indies archipelago had engendered the concept of a single national space, Indonesia. By the 1920s,
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the idea of a traditional Annamese dynasty within a larger, coherent Indochina had wide currency.
Most Vietnamese continued to use the terms An Nam [Pacified South], Nam Việt [South Việt] or
Đại Việt [Great Việt] to identify the political space inhabited by Vietnamese speakers. Vietnamese
communists similarly took up the concept of an Indochinese space, in keeping with the Soviet
Comintern's directives to avoid organizing along narrow national lines.13
Prior to the 1930s, the term 'Việt Nam' was unknown to the average person. Instead, the
rural majority of the country likely identified themselves by their immediate locality or perhaps as
Annamese [người Nam]. The country's elites could identify as both Annamese and Indochinese,
and perhaps by the region of their birth, be it Tonkin, Annam, or Cochinchina. There was at once
a nascent sense of belonging and an enduring difference among the three Vietnamese kỳ. A popular
song at the time advised those who moved outside their natal village on how to endure the travails
of settling in another kỳ: "When one settles in a foreign land; Lower your head and work the land,
ignore the mocking and laughs of others" [Đem thân đi đến đất người; Cúi đầu giã dai ai cười mặc ai].
This sense of difference led Cochinchinese, Tonkinese, and Annamese to form mutual aid societies
in urban centers across l'Union Annamite that rendered moral and monetary assistance to those who
had also migrated from the same kỳ.14
The idea of a unified Vietnam began to overtake those identities in the late 1920s. By this
time, European literature on nationalism had filtered back to Indochina, often by way of Japan or
China. At the same time, Vietnamese students studying in the metropole were exposed to these
ideas and returned home with a new consciousness. As a result, Vietnam's rising elite was
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accustomed to think of the lands occupied by ethnic Vietnamese as a single national space, rather
than a diverse multi-ethnic space overseen by the Nguyễn Dynasty empire based in Huế.
Like the imprisoned revolutionaries of the Vietnam Nationalist Party, Trường Văn Bền's
soap evoked the belief in a national concept of Vietnam that stood above the colonial
administrative state. In so naming his soap, Trường Văn Bền was taking up the rhetoric
popularized by Vietnamese political activists in Paris, led by Nguyễn Thế Truyền, who had already
begun using national terms for their country in the mid-1920s. But crucially, these politically active
students felt that the question of whether Annam was a nation was not a given. It had to be argued
and asserted in essays, newspapers, and at meetings.15
Such assertions of the nation were seen most prominently in Nguyễn Thế Truyền's
Vietnam Independence Party [Việt Nam Độc Lập Đảng]. Newspapers founded by Nguyễn Thế
Truyền included Việt Nam, Việt Nam Soul [Việt Nam Hồn], and Restore the Country: a journal claiming the
rights of the Vietnamese people [Phục Quốc: cơ-quan để yêu-sách quyển-lợi của dân Việt-Nam] and likely had
readership in France, Indochina, and even southern China. 16 Not long after the Vietnam
Nationalist Party took up "Việt Nam" in its name.
Yet still, the term was confined to a small segment of elite nationalists, radical and
conservative alike. The Constitutionalists were vocal proponents of a federative Indochinese space,
but of also of its constitutive national spaces. Dương Văn Giáo, one of Nguyễn Văn Thinh's close
collaborators, wrote in 1927 that the Constitutionalists looked forward to a day when the League
of Nations and international federalism took a greater role in international governance. In the
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meantime, they worked for an Indochinese federal state that would "endow to the Annamite nation,
the Cambodian nation, and the indigenous populations and ethnic minorities among us the
constitution of a modern state."17
These ideas were not far from those advocated by the VIP and Nguyễn Thế Truyền. He
was well aware of the similarities in their platforms and the opportunity to cooperate toward their
mutual national goals. When French authorities announced their intent to send a French commission
d'enquête to Indochina to investigate conditions in the colonies, Nguyễn Thế Truyền proposed
instead a commission d'évacuation. Comprised of Vietnamese representatives, his commission would
examine how to evacuate the French colonists from Indochina and establish normal state-to-state
relations with Paris. Among the ten men he publicly nominated for the committee included the old
revolutionary Phan Bội Châu, the scholar Huỳnh Thúc Kháng, the lawyer Phan Văn Trường,
but also Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh.18
Imagining Vietnam took more than political tracts and meetings on Paris' Left Bank. It also
came through popular culture and mass consumption, where business-minded Constitutionalists
helped bring the nation into the popular consciousness. Trương Văn Bến, the Constitutionalist
politician denounced as 'Bolshevik', likely did more than most political activists to bring the term
Việt Nam into the daily lexicon via his soap and oil company. From 1930, his Savon Việt Nam
[Vietnam Soap] became the most popular soap in the colony. In advertisements, Trương Văn Bền
deployed an economic nationalist slogan that defined the Annamese as belonging to Việt Nam for
likely the first time in popular culture: "Annamese should use Vietnam Soap" [Người Nam Việt nên
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Figure 9: Annamese [người Nam Việt] should use Vietnam Soap. VIỆTNAM brand soap, manufactured by Vietnamese, is now available. ... Helping
each other, just like [our ancestors of] the Lạc-Hồng races.

dụng Savon Việt Nam]. Buying his soap, also known simply as Ms. Ba [Cô Ba] for the portrait of his
wife on the packaging, meant that Vietnamese were supporting a Vietnamese business, rather than
the soap manufacturers of Marseille or Chinese merchants. His tactic was similar to that of the
Constitutionalist journalist Nguyễn Phú Khai, who helped organize economic boycotts in the
1920s of Chinese businesses that maintained undue control over the colonial economy. The
branding was thus a political act and a shrewd business maneuver all at once.

Les Jeunes and Colonial Politics
However, it was Trương Văn Bền's financial holdings that caused Nguyễn Văn Thinh and
other members of Saigon's rising political class to question the motives of older Constitutionalist
party members. By the end of the decade, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and his fellow young professionals
- including Dr. Trần Văn Đôn, the lawyer Dương Văn Giáo, and the former administrator
Nguyễn Tấn Được - emerged as a rival, reformist faction known as les jeunes [the youngsters].
Pointing to the considerable financial holdings of Trương Văn Bền and other Constitutionalists,
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les jeunes argued for the Constitutionalists to return to political agitation: improving the status of
native Annamese vis-a-vis the French colons, elevating their social and political status in the colony,
and working toward the political and economic autonomy of Indochina. Writing in the journal
L'Opinion, the group argued that their concept of autonomy would mean, in essence, independence
for an Indochina. They would remain "bound to the metropole only by a tie of deferential affection."
The Constitutionalists were in agreement on this point. But Nguyễn Văn Thinh and Dương Văn
Giáo (the nephew of Bui Quang Chiêu) charged that the certain Constitutionalists ceased to
embody them, distracted as they were by commercial interests.19
In the December 1930 Council elections, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and Dương Văn Giáo
proposed a coalition between les jeunes and the Constitutionalists. This list, which they called l'Union
Annamite, was meant to unify the Vietnamese councilmen in pursuit of their shared interests vis-àvis the French settler community and colonial state. Both Nguyễn Văn Thinh and Dương Văn
Giáo won alternate seats on the Council. The union proved fragile however. Within two months
the leaders of les jeunes resigned, citing the Constitutionalist's "opportunistic" support for the recent
passage of taxes that they argued unfairly saddled the average Annamite farmer with the state's tax
burden.20
The failure of the union marked the end of les jeunes as a coherent political force. In the
years afterwards, Nguyễn Văn Thinh maintained his professional activities as a doctor and
agriculturalist. He owned some 268 hectares of land (equivalent to one square mile) in the Mekong
Delta, but just 50 hectares was cleared for cultivation in 1933. Being a landowner of this size placed
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him in an elite status, but still far below the class of larger property owners who controlled six or
more times the area of land.21 Like his peers, he held a patronizing view of the peasantry and was
biased towards the unequal social hierarchy that favored men of his station. He praised "the bonds
of sympathy and affection between landowners and farmers" which he argued were characteristic
of traditional Annamese society and its patriarchal values.22 He held leadership roles in landowner
associations, but also in credit unions like the Việt Nam Ngân-Hàng [Société Annamite de Crédit] that
extended Vietnamese their first opportunity to obtain non-predatory loans at just 2.5 percent
interest per year. Joining Nguyễn Văn Thinh on the board of the Société was the lawyer Trịnh Đình
Thảo, who would later go on to join the National Liberation Front in 1968 and serve in the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam National Assembly after 1975.23
In late 1936, Nguyễn Văn Thinh would revive his political aspirations. Like many others,
he saw an opportunity in the electoral victory of the French "Popular Front" government that
brought a coalition of leftist French political parties to power that year. Nguyễn Văn Thinh
founded a new political organization, the Indochinese Democratic Party. Like les jeunes, the party
drew upon younger Saigonese professionals who were dissatisfied with the Constitutionalists' lack
of progress and compromising business interests. Among the Indochinese Democratic Party's
members was the lawyer Trịnh Đình Thảo, then known for his defense of prominent Vietnamese
Trotskyists that colonial authorities harassed. Other party members included Dr. Trần Văn Đôn
and the journalist Nguyễn Văn Sâm, who was the son-in-law of Trường Văn Bền and close with
L. Lacroix-Sommé, R.J. Dickson, A.J. Burtschy, eds. Annuaire complet (européen et indigène) de toute
l'Indochine (Saigon: Impr. A. Portail, 1933), 894.
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Saigon's Trotskyists. Đỗ Hữu Thinh, the brother of the famous WWI aviator Đỗ Hữu Vị, was a
co-founder of the party.24
The party's express purpose was to seek dominion status for Indochina. Its goals included
obtaining greater political and professional opportunities for the native population, reforming local
communal governance, and abolishing abusive practices that affected the peasantry, notably the
head tax. In a report to Moscow, the general secretary of the ICP described Nguyễn Văn Thinh's
party as "progressive capitalists and lower middle class. They approve of radical/progressive
reforms, but are not active among the masses." 25 Conversely, the writer harshly criticized the
Constitutionalists. But he noted that like them, the Indochinese Democratic Party was confined to
a small elite membership of some 60 or more individuals. The legal front for the ICP's Stalinist
communists in Saigon, represented by the journal Le Peuple, invited the Indochinese Democratic
Party to form a union with the ICP. Nguyễn Văn Thinh and his party members unanimously
rejected the Stalinists' proposal.26
Instead the Democratic Party of Indochina joined with the Trotskyists and their leader Tạ
Thu Thâu. Once again, the preeminent historian of Saigon's colonial politics noted, Nguyễn Văn
Thinh's political party presented the Trotskyist Tạ Thu Thâu with a radical bourgeoisie ally.27
Already in 1936 Doctor Thinh had joined with Saigon's Trotskyists to form the Comité Indochinois
d'amnestie, which worked for the release of political prisoners during the era of relatively liberal
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colonial rule at the beginning of the Popular Front. Soon after, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and Đỗ Hữu
Vị joined with the Trotskyists to support the formation of an Indochinese Congress that would
present a representative list of Vietnamese demands to a visiting French delegation. After local
French authorities disbanded the congress, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and Đỗ Hữu Vị published their
own list of demands to the French delegation that included autonomy for Indochina, reform of the
commune, and greater medical assistance and socioeconomic reforms for the peasantry.28
The promised delegation never arrived. Instead the left-wing politician and Minister of
Health, Justin Godart, visited Indochina in its stead. While in the country, he accepted an
appointment as présidence d'honneur of the Indochina Democratic Party.29 The Trotskyists likely also
approved of Nguyễn Văn Thinh's effort to lobby the colonial government to expand a program
that cleared deltaic lands and awarded 10 hectare plots to peasant families. But they probably
disagreed with Nguyễn Văn Thinh's focus on upholding the patriarchal social order that linked
landholders and peasants.30 The looming war in Europe would soon bring to an end to any hope
of substantial reform. Colonial administrators rolled back the Popular Front rules and ended the
opportunity for peaceful reform that Nguyễn Văn Thinh and others had long awaited.
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Tonkinese Separatism
While Nguyễn Văn Thinh saw his plans interrupted by the coming world war, the Nguyễn
Dynasty Emperor Bảo Dại and his minister Phạm Quỳnh saw it as an opportunity to regain some
measure of sovereignty for Vietnam. In the summer of 1939, the two statesmen traveled to France
and pleaded with Minister of Colonies George Mandel to honor the 1884 Patrenotre Treaty that
designated Tonkin and Annam as French protectorates. Legally, the Nguyễn court retained
administrative control of Tonkin. Over time, however, the French colonial state had subordinated
the court to French controls and removed Tonkin from its legislative reach, rendering each
protectorate into a de facto colony.
Throughout the 1920s-30s, the Patrenotre Treaty served as a point of referendum on both
the French and Vietnamese empires. The court mandarins in Huế resented how colonial officials
had disregarded the treaty and superseded the already considerable authority that it granted
French administrators. When Bảo Đại returned to Indochina in 1932 after a decade of French
education, during which his tutors regaled him with the history of his royal court, he expected to
have the power to rule as an enlightened sovereign. He found very little power was actually in his
possession. But Bảo Đại was able to remake what remained of his realm. He dismissed all but one
of the Cơ Mật [royal cabinet] members in favor of several young, ambitious reformers. Notable
among them were Phạm Quỳnh and future president of South Vietnam Ngô Đình Diệm. Together,
they undertook a series of modest reforms.
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Even the journal Annam Nouveau, a familiar critic of the monarchy, lauded Bảo Dại's reforms
as "stunning proof of internal sovereignty."31 One of the aims of this reformist drive was brokering
a deal with France that authorized the administrative reattachment of Tonkin to the Huế imperial
court in Annam, thereby restoring the court and constructing a nation at once. This was, after all,
what the 1884 Patrenotre Treaty had stipulated. For denizens of the court, monarchists and
nationalists alike, the strict interpretation of the treaty was a means to restore a significant measure
of sovereignty to the Vietnamese empire.32
On the eve of French defeat in September 1939, Bảo Đại appealed directly to the
Governor-General of Indochina, General Georges Catroux. In an meeting with the general, Bảo
Đại framed his reforms as a means to reinforce Indochina and greater France midst the German
offensive. Just as he told Mandel in Paris, Bảo Đại argued that the reforms were not only correct,
but necessary "to galvanize all their energy in service of France." This was impossible at present.
His position as emperor afforded him no authority nor role in the administration of Tonkin. He
pointed out to Catroux that French authorities "only relay to me insignificant affairs." When a new
tax was announced, Bảo Đại noted that he had only found out by reading the newspaper.33
After the meeting, Catroux replied to Bảo Đại in writing and rejected his proposal. Only
after the war, Catroux promised, would France be able to give the emperor what he and his
subjects wanted: a government that was no longer fictif but truly effectif.34 The young emperor likely
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began to realize that a reinvigorated monarchy and a peaceful transition from French colonialism
to a Vietnamese constitutional monarchy would not happen with France's help. At least not now.
For many others, the retour à 1884 and the return of Vietnamese royal sovereignty was far
from progress. Instead, intellectuals and political activists saw the act as a reversion to an unmodern
time that they preferred to leave in the past. It was the politics of Paris, Kunming, Tokyo, London,
and Moscow that these Vietnamese looked to as models of inspiration for modern systems of
political and social organization, not what they felt was an outmoded and ornamental Huế. When
word of a possible Tonkinese reattachment spread earlier in 1932, one such group in Phan Thiết
wrote to the Vietnamese leadership of the Association des Étudiants de Marseille in France and implored
them to protest the action in Paris.35 Ultimately, student lobbying had little effect. Instead, France
opposed the reattachment of Tonkin because it would drain the colonial administration of the very
sovereign power that it had spent much blood and treasure securing decades earlier.
This final, failed attempt at Tonkinese reintegration led in large part to the end of Bảo Đại's
reforms in the 1930s. Ngô Đình Diệm resigned his ministerial post after just a year. In a resignation
letter, he reiterated that the current protectorate status of the court remained in total violation of
the Patrenotre Treaty. He concluded by noting his disappointment that Bảo Đại's return had not
brought about the reintegration of Tonkin to the court at Huế. 36 Separate from the court,
Vietnamese assemblymen elected to Chambre des Représentants du Peuple lodged similar protests
through the 1930s. Hà Đẳng, president of the Chambre, was censured by French authorities in 1934
as he attempted to give a speech calling for a genuine application of the Patrenotre Treaty. Three
years later, when the French Guernut Commission arrived in Indochina to report on the plight of
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its peoples, more assertive monarchists and nationalists publicized the 'return to 1884'. Members
of the Tonkin's Chambre des Représentants du Peuple like Phạm Lệ Bổng along with the former
mandarin Huỳnh Thúc Kháng, once again advocated legal reforms that would restore the
Patrenotre Treaty and the court's sovereignty.37
The issue remained dormant for two years, until Phạm Quỳnh and Bảo Đại's 1939 voyage
to France. In Hanoi, news of the trip and the prospect of Tonkinese reintegration was championed
by journals that had long advocated a constitutional monarchy for Vietnam's future. Most vocal
were La Patrie Annamite (edited by Phạm Lê Bổng) as well as Nam Cường and Thời Vụ. The writers
at these publications argued for what they believed was a moderate, but perhaps realistic path out
of colonialism. The essence of this tact was to not overturn the colonial relationship, but reset it to
the time when French and Vietnamese authority were more commensurate. "If we radically adopt
the terms of the 1884 Treaty," Nam Cường offered, "France will assist our Emperor to bestow upon
us a constitution, a responsible national government, a cabinet that holds power, a united National
Chamber like the lower chamber in France, which holds legislative powers and checks the
autocratic impulse of the emperor." Nam Cường proposed that the existing strictures of colonial rule
could actually allow for a modern constitutional monarchy, animated by democratic principles, all
while ensuring "there will never be dictatorship again."38
Far louder were the voices of protest. Seventeen journals in Hanoi joined to send a telegram
to Minister of Colonies Georges Mandel. Hanoi's Chambre des Représentants du Peuple sent a delegation
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of its members to petition the Resident Superior of Tonkin, M. de Testes. 39 The most active
protests came from Lê Thắng and Hoàng Đạo, two men who would play a central role in opposing
Hồ Chí Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam and helping create the alternative State of
Vietnam. Lê Thắng decried the maneuver as having been prepared in 1933. He believed that
former members of the reformist imperial cabinet that included Ngô Đình Diệm were seeking to
take advantage of the outbreak of World War II. More pointed was Hoàng Đạo, one of the
preeminent writers of The Self-Reliant Literary Group and a future supporter of the Bảo Đại
solution. He attacked the monarchy and mandarinate as outmoded institutions. Instead, it was the
French model of a secular, liberal democracy that these writers hoped to see. The idea of a
constitutional monarchy, though tolerable for Hoàng Đạo a decade later, now was unpalatable
even if it restored a measure of Vietnamese sovereignty.
Members of the Indochinese Communist Party felt just as strongly. Their journal Notre Voix,
operated by Võ Nguyên Giáp and Trường Chinh, proclaimed the retour à 1884 to be a retreat to
"feudalism that will return our history to an age of medieval darkness and inquisitorial
domination." They, moreover, denounced the plan as fascist, thereby allowing them to proclaim
that opposing the reintegration of Tonkin was an anti-fascist aim in keeping with Stalin's popular
front strategy. 40 All these groups thus opposed the unification of Vietnam and the partial
remittance of its sovereignty.
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While many of Vietnam's urban political forces supported the continuation of direct French
rule in Tonkin as a means toward a more progressive political end, they did not believe that this
position contradicted with their belief in a Vietnamese nation. The liberal elite of Tonkin explicitly
labeled their opponents - those advocating a constitutional monarchy - as "anti-nationalist
monarchists." Unlike the monarchists, the ICP leadership proclaimed that they merely awaited "a
genuine unification of the Annamese nation" that took place on political terms that mirrored their
agenda for reform.41 Members of the Constitutionalist governing elite felt just as strongly. "In our
quality as Annamites," the Constitutionalist politician Lê Quảng Liêm declared, "we cannot
remain indifferent to this grave event." Though living under a separate juridical and colonial
statute, they sympathized with the The Self-Reliant Literary Group's argument that a reversion to
1884 was illiberal and the antithesis of modern.42
A democratic ideal, one very much in the French model, was inherent within the Annamite
according to Dỗ Hữu Thinh, a co-founder of Nguyễn Văn Thinh's Indochinese Democratic Party.
Đỗ Hữu Thinh would appear to be an archetype of Franco-Annamese collaboration. Like the
future president of the Republic of Cochinchina, he hailed from an elite Cochinchinese family with
French citizenship. And like Nguyễn Văn Thinh, who had served in the French Army during
World War I, his brothers Colonel Đỗ Hữu Chấn and Captain Đỗ Hữu Vị fought with great
distinction in the European theater. The latter died a hero at the Battle of the Somme, not long
after remarking to the Governor-General that he was both Annamese and French and therefore
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his duty to serve was twice as pressing.43 Similarly, Đỗ Hữu Thinh maintained that his and others'
national identity as Annamese was not in conflict with their political status as French citizens. In
opposing the rétour à 1884, they were supporting their right to establish a more modern, democratic
set of institutions than the mandarinate of yesteryear. This was an issue apart from their belief in
a unified Vietnamese nation:
Do not believe, however, that the Annamites refuse to serve their patrimony or that
they are not nationalists. They would like to have a central power that unites as one
Cochinchina (if possible), Tonkin, and Annam. But they want a constitutional Charter
that accords liberties and recognizes the rights of man and citizen.44

Constitutionalists, communists, and progressive nationalist activists all agreed that continued
French rule was preferable to an imperfect union, under what they viewed as an archaic regime.
Five years later, Nguyễn Văn Thinh and others would similarly reject Cochinchina's immediate
integration to a DRV-led union that they believed was deeply flawed.

World War II and the French Return
In March 1945 General Charles De Gaulle, leader of the Free French Forces, promised
the creation of an Indochinese Federation. The speech De Gaulle delivered, crafted in large part
by the former colonial administrator Léon Pignon, promised to endow self-rule and political
freedom to each of the five Indochinese kỳ. Rather than being subjects of an empire, De Gaulle
pledged equal membership for the former colonies within a new French Union. Now was the time
for "la nouvelle France" ["New France"], different from the colonial master of the past. At last, France
seemed willing to remit to the Indochinese their sovereignty, ostensibly held in trust for some eighty
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years. In Vietnam, conservatives and radicals alike welcomed the proposal. But in time, all would
find that France was neither willing to implement the declaration's terms nor its spirit.
At the end of 1945, that much was not yet clear. De Gaulle's Indochinese Federation held
out more promise in the eyes of Nguyễn Văn Thinh than the Vietnamese revolution witnessed in
Saigon. Able at last to challenge their class enemies, Vietnamese Stalinists had murdered longtime
opponents for political power while criminals took advantage of the revolution to profit and
commandeer the police powers that had formerly targeted them. As one witness described at the
time, the word đọc lập ["independence"] was heard everywhere. Yet in practice, for many đọc lập
had turned out to mean đập lột ["beat" and "steal"].45
Close friends and acquaintances of Nguyễn Văn Thinh were among the victims. Nguyễn
Thanh Liên, a member of the Indochina Federal Council, was among the first killed. Soon Saigon's
most prominent Trotskyists, including Nguyễn Văn Thinh's onetime associate Tạ Thu Thâu,
would fall victim to Việt Minh executions. So too did his friend Dương Văn Giáo, who was
murdered alongside his uncle Bùi Quang Chiêu. Apart from the calculated executions, the
revolution also brought indiscriminate terrorism led by local extremists and bandits targeting at
random those with tangential connections to the colonial administration or even foreign merchants
like Indian moneylenders.
The Indochinese Democratic Party had remained dormant throughout World War II. In
1939, Governor General Catroux had banned the political parties that had flourished during the
Popular Front era, including the Indochinese Democratic Party, and sent notable political figures
like Nguyễn Thế Truyền to exile in French African colonies. Nguyễn Văn Thinh remained active
however. He served on the Indochinois delegation to Tokyo in 1941 that settled peace following
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the war that had broken out between Siam and Indochina. Japan brokered the accord, acting in
its capacity as occupier of Indochina. All the while, Japanese officials allowed their nominal allies
in the Vichy French colonial state to remain in control of daily administration.
Only in early 1945 would the Japanese overthrow the French administration and provide
Vietnamese the nominal independence that their Empire had promised in their slogan, "Asia to
the Asians." Emperor Bảo Đại was invited to proclaim an Empire of Vietnam and compose a
cabinet led by the distinguished scholar Trần Trọng Kim. Some measure of sovereignty was
afforded to the Empire, but only in August would it be permitted to unify the three Annamite
regions into a single Vietnamese Empire. Midst those changes, the war and Japanese policies had
created a devastating famine in Tonkin in the spring of 1945. Dr. Thinh took charge of the mission
to provide assistance to the suffering Tonkinese.46 When the second Vietnamese revolution began
in August 1945 and the Việt Minh came to power, they initially arrested Nguyễn Văn Thinh. He
escaped the bloody fate of friends. It was apparently the doctor's reputation as the representative
of both the International Red Cross for Indochina and the famine relief mission that led to his
release.47
The end of French rule had opened a new political space to Vietnamese radicals forbidden
from colonial politics. The subsequent return of French officialdom re-opened a political space for
those excluded from the Việt Minh or who had grown hostile to its character. British and French
forces were soon in Saigon to receive the Japanese surrender and restore the status quo ante bellum,
re-establishing European colonial rule which had ceased to exist for months. Allied troops attacked
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the DRV's rudimentary Việt Minh front, killing and arresting some while forcing the rest out of
the capital and into the countryside. To the north, Chiang Kai-shek's nationalist Chinese troops
received the Japanese surrender and occupied northern Vietnam. Having worked closely with
Vietnamese revolutionaries exiled in China, Chiang's forces were sympathetic to Vietnamese
demands for independence and bluntly informed Paris that they would not permit France to reoccupy the north. Though the Chinese occupation severely compromised the DRV's sovereignty,
it allowed the fledgling government to retain power in northern Annam and Tonkin until
December 1946, when war broke out between French and DRV forces in Hanoi.
The new French High Commissioner for Indochina, Admiral Georges Thierry
D'Argenlieu, arrived in November 1945 to implement the terms of General De Gaulle's March
declaration. In practice, that did not mean endowing the colonies with "autonomy" in a French
Union, but rather restoring a French-dominated Indochinese political space. Yet with Chinese
forces protecting the north, Paris was forced to begin negotiating the inclusion of the DRV into
the French Union. Seeking to avoid war, Hồ Chí Minh declared he was willing to adhere to the
French Union under terms that respected the DRV's independence. For his part, D'Argenlieu
hoped that an autonomous DRV state could be managed if it remained one constituent among
five federal Indochinese states subordinate to France. For now, colonial troops were confined to
Cochinchina, the "pivot" from which French colonials hoped to eventually reassert control over
all of Indochina.48

Cochinchinese 'Separatism'
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Doing so required D'Argenlieu and the colonial community to show that there was already
an Indochinese federation in the making. A separate Cochinchinese state, on par with the DRV,
was the first step necessary to incarnate the pentagonal Indochinese federation. Moreover, a
separate state would also prevent politicians in Paris from working around the French colonials to
broker an accord with the DRV that recognized a unified Vietnam or forfeited their economic
interests.
Saigon's French colons and administrators began to look for allies in the political void opened
by the violent expulsion of Việt Minh from Saigon. Among the first political parties to emerge was
the Autonomous Indochina Party, which the French security services believe had 300 members.
Its leader was Đinh Nho Hàng. Known simply as "Commandant Lang," he had spent time in the
Free French armed forces, parachuting into Calcutta and China, before returning to Indochina in
1945. He was formerly a school teacher and affiliated with Saigon's communist La Lutte group in
the late 1930s. At that time, Commandant Lang had also made contact with Maurice Honel in
Saigon, the former leader of Paris' Jeunesses Communistes when Hồ Chí Minh and Nguyễn Thế
Truyền frequented their meetings.49
Radicalism now behind him, Commandant Lang joined with members of Saigon's more
liberal elite to form the Autonomous Indochina Party. Their demand was simply the honest
implementation of the terms declared by General De Gaulle in his March 24, 1945 declaration.
He worked closely with a notable engineer, Nguyễn Văn Tỷ, and Doctor Nguyễn Văn Tùng who,
according to French intelligence, served as their contact with the exiled emperor Duy Tân. After
its formation, the Autonomous Indochina Party published tracts that bitterly criticized the history
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of French colonial rule. Their underground newspaper, A → I : Autonomy Toward Independence
contained the weekly column "A word from Satan" which reprinted racist and derogatory
comments made by French colonial officials and colons. The intended warning was plain: much of
the French presence in Indochina was pernicious. While they would support a Cochinchinese state,
they would not support a "New France" that reverted to old form, espousing colonial racism and
inequality.50
The Autonomous Indochina Party warned that Vietnamese needed to have a role in
political governance. While willing to engage in "free and loyal collaboration," the leaders wrote,
"we may even say intimate association. But neither the one nor the other of these forms of working
together is unilateral." They warned that "the colonial pact must become a thing of the past and
we must take a new point of departure, a true rejuvenation." The warnings were frequent, but the
majority of their editorial content was devoted to a positive view of a new Franco-Vietnamese
partnership in which Paris supported an autonomous, and soon independent, Indochina. In this
era, Vietnamese would have access to all administrative positions, possess their own assembly of
representatives, live free from metropolitan rule, and be empowered to enact their own
socioeconomic reforms.51
Commandant Lang, however, did not see himself as the leader of this movement. It was
Vĩnh San, better known as the exiled former Emperor Duy Tân, that they proposed lead their
movement.52 In 1916, the French had sent Duy Tân into exile on the African island of Réunion
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following a foiled rebellion that took place when he was just sixteen years old. He joined his father,
Emperor Thành Thái, who French authorities had exiled there a decade earlier. In Réunion, Duy
Tân grew fond of the French ideals that were absent in Indochina.
When Hitler’s forces marched on France, Duy Tân joined the Free French army and
requested over and again to be deployed in Europe. Hee was finally shipped off to Germany in the
war's final days. With the outbreak of fighting in Indochina, Duy Tân proposed that French
authorities permit his return to Annam as a potential solution. "Vĩnh San is nothing," he pleaded
with his French interlocutors, but "Duy Tan has valeur. It's this valeur which can serve my country
and yours." It was through his person, as the former leader of a rebellion against France and then
a soldier for it, that Duy Tân believed Vietnam could be united. "My love for France was in perfect
harmony with my duty to our country" he told the Vietnamese soldiers who were also serving in
the French forces.53
The Autonomous Indochina Party intended to animate Duy Tân's complicated sentiment.
If the March 1945 declaration was actually implemented, they argued in their journal, France and
Indochina could indeed live in harmony. General De Gaulle would endorse the return of Duy Tân
to Indochina, only for the former emperor to die in a plane crash en route to Saigon in December
1945. Without Duy Tân, the Autonomous Indochina Party lost its place of primacy.
Nguyễn Văn Thinh and a revived Indochinese Democratic Party rose in their place. By
February 1946 he had become the most prominent Vietnamese proponent of what some Saigonese
journalists began to called "separatism" [phân ly].54 In contrast to the national framework of Bảo
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Đại's Empire of Vietnam (1945) and Hồ Chí Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Nguyễn
Văn Thinh publicly supported the resumption of the Indochinese Federation.
In a long column published in a journal read by Saigon's colon community, he played to his
audience, calling for a restoration of Indochina's five constituent pays (Tonkin, Annam,
Cochinchina, Laos, and Cambodia). Coming on the heels of the revolution's soaring rhetoric, the
doctor took the uninspiring position that "complete" independence was an elusive concept in the
current international environment. Instead he proposed autonomy for Indochina within the
French Union, in the way that Canada or Australia resided within the British Commonwealth:
possessing their own parliaments, budgets, and militaries but linked to the metropole via economic
and cultural ties. This was the same position that he had advocated for a decade now, his fellow
party members remarked. Nguyễn Văn Thinh also registered his distrust of mass-based movements,
and his support for the mediating role played by educated elites. He was fond of invoking the
Josephist principle "all for the people, and nothing by the people," a sentiment likely strengthened
by the upheaval of 1945.55
Much of this was exactly what Admiral D'Argenlieu wanted to hear. He likely agreed in
principle to the Democratic Party's talk of independence and could tolerate his talk of
commonwealth status. But whereas Nguyễn Văn Thinh believed that independence would come
in a matter of months, French colonials thought of it as an aspirational end, decades away.
D'Argenlieu and his political counselors thought they could manage the gulf between these visions.
Certainly this was better than the alternative Autonomous Indochina Party and its plans for a
reunified Vietnam under a restored Duy Tân-led constitutional monarchy. And unlike
Commandant Lang's more radical background and his direct critiques of colonial inequality,
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Nguyễn Văn Thinh focused his Republican critiques on the monarchy and mandarinate. For now,
the doctor remained on good terms with influential members of the French colon settler
community.56
When Admiral D'Argenlieu created a Cochinchina Consultative Council in Saigon in
February 1946, he turned to Nguyễn Văn Thinh. It was an attempt, in many ways, to turn back
time and recreate the model of colonial politics that existed in the 1920s-1930s. Yet unlike even
that earlier era of limited suffrage, D'Argenlieu nominated all the Council's members. Four of its
members were French, including the lawyer Joseph Béziat and the pharmacist M. Clogne, as well
as the métis mixed-race planters William Bazé and M. Gressier. The eight remaining members were
Vietnamese.57 Among those eight councilmen, four came from Nguyễn Văn Thinh's Democratic
Party and one from the Autonomous Indochina Party.
Vietnamese Members of the Consultative Council 58
Indochinese Democratic Party

1. Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh
2. Trần Thiện Vàng
3. Trần Tấn Phát
4. Nguyễn Thành Lập

Cochinchinese Popular Front

5. Nguyễn Tấn Cường

'Autonomous Indochina'

6. Nguyễn Văn Tỷ

Independence Party

7. Lê Văn Định
8. Nguyễn Văn Thạch

Some of the Frenchmen on the council sought Cochinchina's transformation into a French
possession. The creation of the French Union shifted the status of former colonies into overseas
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territoire and département, with the latter to be codified as part of De Gaulle's new Republic. This
could potentially render Cochinchina, like Cannes or Clermont-Ferrand, into French land subject
to French law. Within Saigon's colon community, a number of prominent French citizens advocated
for the inclusion of Cochinchina into the French Union as a département. At the very least, they
hoped for Cochinchina to remain a separate state within Indochina, thereby codifying their
superior status within a federal Indochina and preventing the formation of a unified DRV state
that would lessen, if not abrogate, their colonial privileges. Wealthy French citizens including
William Bazé, Henry Lachevrotière, and Joseph Béziat formed the core of this lobby, and had
worked throughout late 1945 and early 1946 to convince D'Argenlieu to form a separate state in
Cochinchina, apart from the DRV.
The French lobby was joined in this effort by a Cochinchinese lobby. Some of these elite
Cochinchinese also hoped that their kỳ would become a French département with full French legal
representation.59 But this minority view was overshadowed by the emergence of two groups in the
last days of 1945: the conservative Cochinchinese Popular Front [Mặt trận Bình Dân Nam Kỳ] and
the liberal Cochinchinese Popular Movement [Phòng trao Bình Dân Nam kỳ]. Both were united in
their aim to protect Cochinchinese rights within a federal Indochinese framework. The more active
organization was the rightist Popular Front, which grouped together Vietnamese functionaries and
members of the upper middle class. Its leader was counselor Nguyễn Tấn Cường. The Popular
Front organized popular demonstrations in Saigon, but also in Cân Thờ, Sa Đéc, and other
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provincial capitals in the Mekong Delta, each bringing together anywhere form several thousand
to upwards of ten thousand demonstrators.
Participants in these Popular Front rallies who shouted "Down with Tonkinese terrorism!"
and "Cochinchina to the Cochinchinese!" Many likely did so out of genuine anger at the violence
of the Việt Minh forces or the emergence of the centralized, northern DRV state. But the Popular
Front also paid small sums to peasants to fill out their rallies. Others likely attended to take in the
entertainment that accompanied the demonstrations, inclufading boxing matches and raffles. In
Saigon, the demonstrations took place in front of key French administration buildings, where
demonstrators chanted "Establish a Cochinchinese Government now!"60

The Republic of Cochinchina
The efforts of both lobbies paid off in the spring of 1946 when D'Argenlieu authorized the
Cochinchina Council to form an Autonomous Republic of Cochinchina [Nam kỳ Cộng hoà Tự trị].
The Council elected one of their own members as president: Dr. Nguyễn Văn Thinh. His cabinet
drew upon an array of moderate proponents of Franco-Vietnamese collaboration, most holding
French citizenship. Several of his choices rejected the offer, including Dr. Nguyễn Văn Hưởng,
who joined the Việt Minh and went on to serve as Minister of Health of the DRV. But in 1946,
the contrast was not yet as clear. As a colleague and friend of Nguyễn Văn Thinh, he declined to
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join the Republic and warned him "You are going against the course of history, please
reconsider."61
In the wake of the August Revolution, Nguyễn Văn Thinh's actions thus seemed far from
an accomplishment to his peers in Saigon. Yet across the Indian Ocean, in Madagascar, news of
the Republic's founding appeared much different. The anti-colonial Cao Đài leader Phạm Công
Tắc, whom French authorities had sent into exile during World War II, greeted the news as a
major step forward.62 For decades, moderate and even radical Vietnamese activists had demanded
an autonomous government. It had arrived at last. But when Phạm Công Tắc later told his story
to the Hoà Hảo prophet Huỳnh Phú Sổ - an active participant in the revolution - he was sternly
reminded that his memory was false, that France had founded the "puppet government" in
Cochinchina to betray the Vietnamese people. The revolution had raised expectations in ways that
would not have been possible without the break in French control. The Republic of Cochinchina
was a success by the 1940 standards Phạm Công Tắc had left, but a failure by those he returned
to in 1947.
One of those still ascribing to 1940s standards was Nguyễn Phú Khai, the appointed
Minister of Propaganda. He was the Republic's most senior member, a pioneer of Saigon’s political
press, associate of leading Constitutionalists like Bùi Quang Chiêu, and the organizer of economic
nationalist boycotts in the 1920s that targeted Chinese merchant monopolies.63 The final cabinet
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also included individuals like Minister of Defense Colonel Nguyễn Văn Xuân, who saw much to
admire in France but was more so determined that the Vietnamese should finally receive their
autonomy and eventual independence. Doctor Thinh also included figures favored by the French
colonial administration and colons, like Minister of Justice Trần Văn Tỷ, who remained mistrusted
by even some of the Republic's other ministers and detested by the Việt Minh sympathizers.
Through the spring, Dr. Thinh had stuck the right tone with the French press. Outwardly,
he appeared an acceptable collaborateur to most French colonials and administrators. But privately,
he spoke differently. By 1946, French security services had recruited a source within the
Indochinese Democratic Party to report on their strategy sessions. The party members agreed that
they would take up De Gaulle's March 1945 declaration for an Indochinese federation as "a basis
of departure." Later they could seek a "fusion" of interests between all three kỳ: Cochinchina,
Annam, and Tonkin. They would resist any maneuver to restore the monarchy and reintegrate
Cochinchina into its domain. Instead, Dr. Thinh and his party hoped to reduce the French
presence while elevating those Vietnamese who comprised "an elite of competent technicians
dedicated to the interests of the county." The means to do so, they believed, was a representative
Cochinchinese democracy with universal suffrage. Men and women aged twenty and older would
elect notables who would in turn elect a provincial assembly that would send representatives,
proportional to population, to a statewide parliament.
The French colons would be able to elect their own representatives in this plan. But their
seats would also be proportional to the small French population in Cochinchina, thus drastically
reducing French influence on the political process. Though Dr. Thinh and other councilmen held
French citizenship, like the emperor Duy Tân, they did not conceive of themselves as French here.
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Previously, their French citizenship had been a political status, one they felt no longer relevant,
and not in conflict with their identity as Vietnamese.64
It was on this contentious point that Saigon's journalists would question the doctor. One
morning that spring, reporters from a moderate newspaper arrived at Nguyễn Văn Thinh's door,
asking to know his opinion on the current state of the "Vietnamese homeland." Dr. Thinh
emphasized that there was a way to work through the French toward a restoration - not of
Indochina and its five pays - but the Vietnamese nation:
On the state of Việt Nam now, I feel similar to the statement Commissioner
D'Argenlieu made that "The extended Vietnamese family [đại gia đình] will let
Vietnamese decide for themselves." I also want this. But how too do we avoid being
shamed by foreigners? First we must express a noble spirit to let them understand
the Vietnamese race is one race with a glorious history, which is able to rule its
nuclear families [tiểu gia đình], meaning that we must show we are capable of ruling
an autonomous Cochinchina.65
In this formulation, the Republic of Cochinchina, one of Vietnam's three nuclear families,
would demonstrate that the Vietnamese were indeed able stewards of their extended family, Việt
Nam. At the present moment, the doctor continued, they must pass through autonomy in order to
attain independence. "We should trust the promises that France declared before the world about
the fate of Việt Nam," Nguyễn Văn Thinh explained, which required cooperating with the French.
On the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, he critiqued it as a "disorderly government" guilty of
errors and prolonging the people's suffering. "In my opinion, Cochinchina should separate. I also
know that the good sense of the Vietnamese people [người Việt Nam], won't let them forget their
ancestors and origins. But reason forces Cochinchinese society to seek separation in the current
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situation, because Cochinchina needs to rapidly recover. Autonomy is only a way to preserve [bảo
thũ] the rights of Cochinchinese."66
The journalist concluded by asking Nguyễn Văn Thinh about the opinions of his colleagues
in Saigon's political scene who were demanding full "independence" and the unification of
Vietnam's three kỳ at once. "With a discreet smile," Dr. Thinh replied. "Worrying about
demanding independence and the unification of the three kỳ" he said before pausing, "that worry,"
he paused again, "my colleagues are too farsighted!" [ông bạn đồng nghiệp của tôi thiệt quá lo xa ... !].67
Unification and full independence, in other words, were not yet in their grasp. They should instead
worry about the more pressing challenges facing them.
What worried Nguyễn Văn Thinh and his allies at this time was the prospect that the colons
would indeed turn Cochinchina into a départment of Paris. The French security services learned that
soon after his election, Dr. Thinh had privately assembled some of his cabinet ministers and told
them that their actions were to be animated by the slogan "Ne vendez pas la Cochinchine aux Français"
[Do not betray Cochinchina to the French].68 Echoing this sentiment were the few Vietnamese
newspapers that remained neutral or supportive of the new Republic of Cochinchina. Renaissance
[Phục Hưng] was the most vocal. Its primary columnist was the writer J.B. Đông, who went on to
work closely with the Bình Xuyên paramilitary organization that joined the Việt Minh and then
the State of Vietnam. J.B. Đông warned his readers that the French members of the Cochinchina
Council sought to replace Nguyễn Văn Thinh with a French president and eventually transform
Cochinchina into a French département. The only thing preventing this was Dr. Thinh and his
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cabinet, he argued, making it imperative to rally behind him.69 In 1948, the preeminent journalist
Phan Văn Thiết - a vocal proponent of unification and opponent of the Republic - would remind
his readers that in his conversations with Nguyễn Văn Thinh, the doctor had emphasized that the
Republic of Cochinchina was a "means" to avoid the départementalisation of Cochinchina and not an
"end."70 By late summer, just three months into the Republic's existence, Renaissance warned its
readers that "They want to put the colonial yoke back on Cochinchina," alluding to the French
community's neocolonialist aims.71
The colonial administration began to realize almost immediately that Nguyễn Văn Thinh
and his supporters did not support "separatism" in the same sense as them. The Republic was a
provisional government, in their conception, intent on winning the same level of autonomy for
occupied Cochinchina that Paris had recognized for the Tonkin-based DRV. Even newspapers
supportive of the Republic hailed it only as a "provisional" [lâm thời] government.72 In its rural
campaigns, the Indochina Democratic Party denounced acts of terrorism that they accused the
northern DRV of committing, but stressed that "the three territories [Cochinchina, Annam,
Tonkin] are brothers born from the same mother." 73 A notable former Constitutionalist and
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supporter of the Republic, Huỳnh Văn Chín, clarified that the three kỳ would retain administrative
autonomy, and each possess their own unique characteristics, but "we still remember that together
they are one Việt Nam union, that is, together there is one Vietnamese society."74 At the same
time, President Nguyễn Văn Thinh promised his cabinet that he would not to resign until he
obtained the same rights for Cochinchina as France had accorded to Tonkin.75
Among the other "separatist" parties, the majority favored
Vietnamese unification. The Councilman Nguyễn Văn Tỷ, who
also helped lead the Autonomous Indochina Party, openly
proclaimed that the party was in favor of the unification of the three
Vietnamese kỳ in the summer of 1946. The current stage of
autonomy was an acceptable, temporary path towards that aim, he
claimed. At the same time, the left-leaning Cochinchina Popular
Movement declared itself in favor of forming a "United Republic of
Vietnam." Their leader, 'Nicolas' Trần Cữu Chấn, would go on to

Figure 10: (Nicolas) Trần
Cữu Chấn.

lead the State of Vietnam's School of Administration in Dalat. In 1946, he and his party of
intellectuals hoped to preserve the Republic of Cochinchina as one member of a tripartite federal
system that afforded each kỳ their own state parliaments and a unitary federal senate.76 Observing
this development, the French colonial administration and their allies in the rightist Cochinchina
Popular Front mislabeled his Cochinchina Popular Movement as pro-Việt Minh.
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High Commissioner D'Argenlieu and his political counselor Jean Cédile soon learned that
the Republic's centrist supporters were also sympathetic to some of the Việt Minh's aims, even
though detesting elements of its leadership and its tactics. 77 Privately, contacts of the Stalinist
journalist Nguyễn Văn Trấn, an important DRV political commissar, reached out to Dr. Thinh
and presented him with documents on the Việt Minh policy platform. In response, Nguyễn Văn
Trần recalled in his memoir, Nguyễn Văn Thinh replied "I agree with your policy. But I am not
fond of your methods and actions."78
Publicly, Vietnamese members of the Cochinchina Council distinguished between the Việt
Minh and its leadership. That summer, the wealthy but progressive Võ Đông Phát gave an
impassioned speech before the Cochinchina Council in defense of the Việt Minh foot soldier. They
were patriots, according to Võ Đông Phát, who were resisting an occupation. In his opinion, this
was no different than De Gaulle's Free French who had resisted the German occupation. He
emphasized, moreover, that among the Việt Minh were their brothers and children.
From the start, the war was always a family affair. The brother of Lê Văn Hoạch, one of
the Republic's ministers, was chief of a Việt Minh division outside the deltaic city of Cần Thơ.79
Even President Nguyễn Văn Thinh's nephew, Nguyễn Tự Do, was serving on the DRV's Southern
Administrative Committee, which set policies for Cochinchina.80 Dr. Thinh's son-in-law remained
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a partisan of the Việt Minh, working closely with Nguyễn Văn Sâm. 81 The sister-in-law of
Councilman Nguyễn Văn Tỵ - who went on to serve as a minister in the State of Vietnam and
Republic of Vietnam - would soon marry her fiancé: the Stalinist Trần Ngọc Danh. He was both
the brother of the ICP founder and currently serving as the DRV representative in Paris.
Furthermore, Nguyễn Văn Tỵ's brother-in-law served in the DRV's first National Assembly and
died fighting with DRV troops in Cochinchina.82 And the daughter of the fiercely anti-communist
Under Secretary of State for Security, Nguyễn Văn Tâm, had joined the Việt Minh in 1945. She
eventually fled the movement after being punished for singing La Marseillaise. Nguyễn Văn Tâm's
son-in-law, however, remained dedicated to the DRV cause, eventually going north in 1954.83
"I ask you to pardon them," Võ Đông Phát asked the French councilmen and
administrators, "because in all countries there are patriots." He continued: "It's you who have
inculcated in our youth its beautiful ideal of liberty," in calling for a mass pardon.84 That such close
families and friends could choose different sides illustrated, as President Thinh had said, that all
Vietnamese were largely united in their aims, and only divided over the means to arrive there.
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Artful though Võ Đông Phát's reasoning was, his speech won little sympathy among the
French. They were unwilling to brook any comparison between their resistance and the
Vietnamese. It lacked almost equal appeal among hardline Vietnamese in the Cochinchinese
Popular Front, in particular its three most prominent supporters: Minister of Justice Trần Văn Tỷ,
head of security Nguyễn Văn Tâm, and Saigon's security chief Nguyễn Tấn Cường (who was
married to the cousin of Jean Lacouture, a French journalist and critic of Paris' Indochina
policies). 85 All three were included in his cabinet because they were favored by the French
administrators and colons, and they were effective administrators and energetic propagandists.
There were also few other choices at Nguyễn Văn Thinh's disposal. Using tracts, demonstrations,
and the Popular Front's official paper, The Call, they spread both truths about the Việt Minh's
abuses, but just as often inflammatory rumors. In the spring of 1946, The Call would falsely claim

Figure 11: "The north belongs to northerners. The south
belongs to southerners." Leaflets likely distributed by the
Cochinchina Popular Front.
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that the DRV was beginning to massacre Cochinchinese living in Tonkin.86 Their tone contrasted
with that of President Thinh, Minister of Defense Nguyễn Văn Xuân, Councilman Nguyễn Văn
Tỵ, and other moderate members, ultimately preventing the Republic from making a convincing
appeal to rally Việt Minh soldiers.
Sensationalist though it was, the Popular Front's propaganda invoked the Việt Minh's very
real targeted campaign of terrorism. Through 1946, the Việt Minh attempted to eliminate their
sovereign competitors: the Republic's leadership and its supporters. President Thinh survived three
attempts on his life. Nguyễn Văn Cường survived two attacks and his adjoint survived one himself.
The Việt Minh also launched grenade attacks on the Popular Front's party headquarters in
downtown Saigon, but more often than not, simply claimed the lives of innocent civilians. More
targeted measures did succeed on occasion. Two Vietnamese members of the Cochinchina
Council were murdered by Việt Minh assassins that spring, dealing the government a significant
blow on the eve of its inauguration. One of the murdered men, Nguyễn Văn Thạch, was killed by
two Tonkinese assassins, which only further exacerbated tensions. It did not matter that Nguyễn
Văn Thạch was in favor of the unification of Vietnam.87
Despite their unpopularity, the need to restore security in Saigon made Nguyễn Văn Tâm
and Nguyễn Tân Cường valuable members of the Republic. Effective practitioners of
counterinsurgency, they worked with another Cochinchinese Popular Front leader named Nguyễn
Phong Tân. Together, they weaponized the party. It now possessed paramilitary cells that began
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to root out Việt Minh networks in Saigon and the provincial capitals. They were aided by Nguyễn
Văn Rót, who as the president of Saigon's La ligue de Foot-ball, drew on his connections to Saigon's
youth to build out its ranks.88
More than restoring security, they sought to dampen the appeal of the Việt Minh by
summer's end. French and DRV officials announced had reached an accord in March 1946 to
finalize the question of whether Cochinchina would exist as a separate state or be subsumed into
the national DRV government. The compromise allowed for continued French control of
Cochinchina, but established that a referendum would soon be held to resolve the question of
unification. Nguyễn Phong Tân noted that in this battle between competing sovereignties, the vote
was a question of life or death for the Republic. "Faced with terrorists," he told his colleagues, "we
must oppose terrorism, otherwise we mind as well pack up and hand over power to them."89
In the countryside, Popular Front party cells were comprised of those most affected by the
Việt Minh: village notables, police officers, and businessmen.90 The party headquarters came to
operate as an informal prison. Saigonese disgusted by the Việt Minh's wanton abuse of power
would not find the Popular Front much more redeeming. Though they did not engage in
executions, like their opponents the Việt Minh, Nguyễn Tấn Cường and Nguyễn Phong Tấn
found utility in summary arrests, extralegal detention, and torture.91
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The Republic and its Competitors
From its inception, the Republic was just one sovereign among several. Cochinchina was
home to several states, all attempting to exercise their own authority. The editors of the Saigonese
newspaper Vietnamese Pen [Việt Bút] observed that at summer's end, the individual in Saigon was
subject to several different authorities. The creation of the Republic had merely layered one more
state onto Cochinchina, which was still subject to the French federal state, with its own security
and administrative services. 92 Added to that, the Popular Front exercised parallel authorities
separate from the Cochinchinese police. And opposing them was the heterogeneous Việt Minh
with its own menagerie of administrative organizations that only further parceled the Republic's
sovereignty.
Midst this confusing scene, Nguyễn Văn Thinh's cabinet struggled to clearly delineate its
enemy. Their substantive critiques of the centralization and corruption in the Nguyễn Dynasty and
the DRV government's terrorism tended to emphasized the northern character of each. Even the
critiques of the novelist and presidential secretary Hồ Biểu Chánh struggled to find their target. In
one editorial he accused the DRV of assassinating their political opponents and restoring to
terrorism. But in concluding, he comparing Cochinchina to the eldest daughter of France.
Sophisticated and educated, he noted that it would be foolish for France to marry 'her' off to an
unpleasant suitor like Tonkin.93 Yet Hồ Biểu Chánh was not a separatist. He himself has written
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of the "patriotism" [lòng ái quốc] of "Việt Nam" years earlier. 94 While his seemingly separatist
rhetoric in 1946 may have reassured and accommodated the French community, it failed to single
out the DRV leadership and left the Republic highly vulnerable to charges that their state project
was anti-nationalist and traitorous.
The DRV understood far better that marking their Republican opponents as enemies was
necessary to negate those competing sovereign claims and consolidate their own. Thus, even the
DRV security forces could acknowledge that all the states were attempting to trade with the same
currency. "The people of Cochinchina, including the Việt gian [race traitors], are unanimous in
their support for patriotism," noted once such DRV report.95 Publicly, the DRV was direct and
effective in denouncing the Republican leaders as enemies, sentencing them to death for their
collaboration with France. During the DRV's "Cochinchina Day" celebration of its southern
insurgency, official newspapers detailed how local authorities organized festive games that
mimicked military maneuvers and comedic plays that featured the mock execution of Nguyễn Văn
Thinh.96 More important than legal decrees, the DRV had embedded its sovereign discourse in
daily life.
Each morning the Saigonese reader could find newspapers and journals publishing articles
that critiqued the Republic and assailed President Thinh. Outside of New Vietnam and Renaissance,
the average person was far more likely to read the numerous centrist and leftist Vietnamese papers
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that were critical of the Republic or offered up glowing profiles of the DRV leadership. The two
most popular newspapers, Cochinchina [Nam kỳ] and Tín Điển were openly in favor of unification and
opposed to the Republic. The first was operated by 'Nicolas' Trần Cữu Chấn's Popular Movement
and used its daily circulation of 14,000 to critique President Thinh and push him toward their
party's stance. Tin Điển, however, boasted the highest readership. Its journalists, led by Trần Tấn
Quốc and Nguyễn Kỳ Nam , were pointed in their criticisms of the Republic and denounced its
very existence.
While Tin Điển serialized pro-Việt Minh works like Võ Nguyên Giáp's The Liberated Zone
[Khu Giải Phóng] they were also willing to document the errors and crimes committed by the Việt
Minh. Meanwhile, socialists among the French community like one M. Moreteau and his journal
Sud, lamented "Assez de Sang" ["Enough Blood"] and championed an end to all conflict and
Cochinchina's unification with the DRV. Other journals adopted a more violent tone in their
critiques of the Republic, published glowing profiles of the DRV leaders or reproduceding DRV
propaganda.97
Though the Republic did have a statue for the press, it did not institute a prior review for
publication. And only once did it exercise that power. After a particularly inflammatory article
appeared in Tin Điển in August, the Republic suspended its publishing license for one week.
Otherwise the press operated freely, even in their praise for the DRV and criticisms of Nguyễn
Văn Thinh. That angered some Cochinchinese councilmen who argued that their government
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needed more extensive powers, on par with the DRV. The state needed to "be respected and
obeyed" one councilman complained at a humid summer council session, "if not what are we doing
here? We'd be better off napping."
President Thinh and Minister Nguyễn Văn Xuân rebutted that claim, arguing that they
aimed to build a democracy. Embracing freedom of the press was a fundamental means to achieve
that end. "The truth triumphs always," Nguyễn Văn Xuân replied to the councilman. Nguyễn Văn
Thinh further added that he would not respond directly to public criticisms, but rather show
through his acts that the government was worthy of the people's support. 98 But his Republic
seemed to have few merits worthy of praise and an abundance of faults. Yet it did merit recognition
as the only Vietnamese state, then as now, to support a largely free press.
The DRV, by contrast, had no qualms about compelling support from the press. From the
first months of the revolution, the DRV's Ministry of Information and Propaganda subject the
press to a system of prior review and censorship modeled on the French colonial system. Censors
forbade what was deemed contrary to the state leadership's interests, to include discussion of
international events or criticism of DRV's policies vis-a-vis France. 99 In the south, the DRV
instituted its own press controls over areas under its sway. But it also asserted a sovereign right over
Saigon's press scene, sifting friend from enemy by targeting those Việt gian journalists who supported
the Republic of Cochinchina. The director of Renaissance survived yet another assassination attempt
in the summer of 1946, this one by a 17 year old female agent of the Việt Minh, whose life was
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spared when the director asked for leniency at her sentencing. The paper's offices also suffered
three grenade attacks. Shortly after, Chân Vĩnh Thanh, the director of New Vietnam, had escaped
certain death when a Việt Minh assassin’s gun misfired as he attempted to kill the director in front
of his home; other journalists at New Vietnam were equally as lucky, narrowly surviving grenade
attacks.100
While struggling to compel behavior with the same effectiveness as the DRV, the Republic
also failed to craft a compelling narrative of legitimation. President Nguyễn Văn Thinh was left to
explain the nuance of his contingent collaboration with France. His abstruse critiques of the
monarchy and state centralization found limited appeal. And though he could hint in the
Vietnamese press and among his ministers about his eventual aims, publicly President Thinh was
silent on whether he supported the Việt Minh's aims, namely the independence of Vietnam. One
street merchant's response to President Thinh's platform seemed to sum up the problem: "On what
he said about the Việt Minh and the emperors, I don't know anything."101 It was not just that the
DRV could better cultivate and coerce loyalty, but that its calls for "Unity or Death!" and "Down
with French colonialism" were far more compelling to the average Vietnamese than anything the
Republic could muster.
The irony was that despite the Republic's unpopularity, wide support existed for Nguyễn
Văn Thinh's insistence on Cochinchinese administrative autonomy. When the French colonial
administration conducted an unofficial survey, they found that even among the 7,000 Vietnamese
militiamen in the Republican Guard [Cộng hoà Vệ binh] the ones they spoke with favored the
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unification of the three kỳ. They were moreover disaffected by the presence of men like Trần Văn
Tỷ and Nguyễn Văn Tâm, cabinet ministers who they believed were beholden to France. And
within Saigon's milieu intellectuel, the surveyors found that most Vietnamese had no faith in the
Republic. But all these groups still desired a Cochinchinese-led state government with
administrative autonomy from a federal Vietnamese government.102 If stylistically the outward
aims of the Republic matched the majority view, substantively, the Republic's subordination to
France severely limited its appeal.
Even within the DRV's own ranks, there was a significant degree of support for an
autonomous Cochinchinese government. The March 1946 accord between France and the DRV
was deeply unpopular in the south. Its acknowledgment of the French presence in Cochinchina
and the division of Vietnam (pending the referendum) was done without consultation with the
southern resistance leaders. It seemed a betrayal to many southerners and a foreboding sign of how
Hanoi would rule. Their confidence in the Hanoi-based government was further eroded by the
harsh tactics and commandeering style of the DRV's military commander in Cochinchina, the
Tonkinese Nguyễn Bình.
That spring, the leader of the DRV's Third Division rallied to the Republic of Cochinchina
along with several hundred of his soldiers. That defector, Nguyễn Hoà Hiệp, was also a former
member of the Vietnam Nationalist Party. He made his case in the Saigon press for the
compatibility of Cochinchinese autonomy and the "Vietnamese nation," arguing that support for
the former did not diminish the latter. Indeed, a strong Cochinchina within the forthcoming
pentagonal Indochinese Federation would only strengthen Vietnam's interests, affording it three
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votes instead of just one against Laos and Cambodia. But rallying as he did in the spring of 1946
- before there was any proof that the Republic would indeed be invested with power - Nguyễn
Hoà Hiệp's conversion did not bring the wave of defections that the Republic had hoped. France
had promised an autonomous government, but in practice had not yet delivered it.103
There were more elements of the southern DRV state that were willing to rally to an
alternative state under the right terms. They grouped themselves in the National United Front
[Mặt trận Quốc gia Liên hiệp]. The front was opposed to the Republic of Cochinchina and its
overwhelmingly bourgeoisie leadership, but many of its members remained in favor of a
decentralized Vietnamese government with a separate southern administration. They harbored
the same resentment as Nguyễn Hoá Hiệp, in particular how the March 1946 accord had signaled
Hanoi's subordination of the Cochinchinese resistance.
The National United Front's leaders came from the south's prominent religious and
political groups. Its membership included the Hoà Hảo Buddhists, syncretic Cao Đài religion, Bình
Xuyên paramilitary group, and anti-colonial journalists and professionals who had led Saigon's
radical political scene in the late 1930s. Prominent among them was Nguyễn Văn Sâm, son of the
Constitutionalist Trường Văn Bền and a former affiliate of Nguyễn Văn Thinh's Indochinese
Democratic Party. But instead of rallying to Nguyễn Văn Thinh's state, they led a propaganda
campaign against it and the Việt Minh. The tracts they distributed in Saigon warned both that "the
dictatorial character of the Việt Minh has brought its own demise" and "the word 'liberty' as
employed by Dr. Thinh signifies 'slavery'."104 Ignorant of the local dynamics, D'Argenlieu and Jean
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Cédile wrote off this group as just another DVR front organization, missing their chance to channel
much of the DRV's forces in Cochinchina into an alternate state project.105

Franco-Vietnamese Collaboration?

Figure 12: Vietnamese soldiers in the Republican Guard stand before the French and
Republic of Cochinchina flags hanging at the entrance to Saigon's post office at the
June 1946 inauguration of the Republic.

D'Argenlieu and Cédile were preoccupied with pushing ahead the Republic of
Cochinchina and its seemingly more pliant partners in President Thinh's cabinet. But from
inception, the lack of trust and respect shown to the Vietnamese threatened the credibility of the
Cochinchinese state. At the conclusion of President Thinh's inauguration speech, D'Argenlieu and
his entourage strode off the stage to their official automobiles to be chauffeured away from the
crowd. President Thinh and his cabinet were left in the role of "subalterns," a French policeman
observed, forced to leave the ceremony on foot. With President Thinh in sight, a voice from the
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crowd called out "Here's the petit garçon trained by his big father. Pay attention, he'll have to recite
his lessons learned or receive a spanking." The Franco-Vietnamese collaboration that was
supposed to animate the Republic was stillborn.106
Over the next two weeks, Cédile became so frustrated with President Thinh that he was
ready to declare the experiment a failure. He seemed both surprised at the unionist tendencies of
the supposedly "separatist" Republic's leaders, and personally insulted by the independence of
Nguyễn Văn Thinh. A veteran colonial administrator, Cédile first expressed his frustration through
the kind of racist behavior that the Autonomous Indochina Party had warned against. Cédile
derided Dr. Thinh for performing his own chores at home and personally delivering his official
correspondence to the French High Commission, comparing him to "a lowly orderly." He
moreover ridiculed President Thinh's insistence that his government be allowed to occupy the true
seat of power in Saigon, the Palais du Commissariat de la République Française, an act that would have
signified that the Republic was indeed in possession of sovereignty. Cédile rejected the demand,
instead offering a smaller building, l'Hotel du Général de Division, adjacent to the colonial Maison
Centrale prison. President Thinh declined. He chose instead to make his office where he did his
chores: his personal home.107
The French not only denied the Republic the symbols of power and sovereignty, but went
to great lengths to deny the Cochinchinese state the exercise of either. Soon after the June
inauguration, President Thinh met with General Charles Chanson, then overseeing the
pacification effort in Cochinchina. He had hoped to devise a plan that would augment
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Cochinchinese participation in the campaign to restore security in the Mekong Delta. They agreed
that the primary need was the reinforcement of villages with local militia. Their initial plan would
see thirty militia posts erected in Long An province, manned by 600 militiamen with 600 rifles.
But at that moment, Minister of Defense Nguyễn Văn Xuân had committed his meager resources
to the Republican Guard and could only provide some 100 rifles for 5 posts. With a penury of
transports coming to Cochinchina, the French chose not to prioritize weapons for this native
army.108
President Thinh sought out a solution to the shortage. He held consultations with the
British Consulate in Saigon, arranging the purchase of German weaponry to fulfill the weapons
shortfall in the militia and Republic Guard. But as he finalized the shipment, Jean Cédile learned
of it. He interceded to scuttle the arrangement. Writing to President Thinh, Cédile chastised him,
explaining that for reasons of "prestige et de simple dignité" the Republic could not purchase weapons
from any country but France, never mind that France was unable to provide such arms.109
By July, Cédile has decided that President Thinh and his cabinet were hostile to the practice
of French sovereignty in Indochina. In one report to D'Argenlieu, he labeled the cabinet "antifederal" for their efforts to embellish the Republic of Cochinchina's powers at the expense of the
French federal administration. He personally singled out Nguyễn Văn Thinh as "hostile" to all acts
of the French administration.110 Indeed, President Thinh had refused to sign a memorandum,
drafted by the French, which enumerated the powers of the Republic in terms favorable to Cédile
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and D'Argenlieu. In their vision, the Republic's president would only have the power to name his
ministers, hire state officials, and nominate province chiefs (subject to French approval). That
would leave the French federal state to act apart and above the Republic's authority, retaining the
real levers of power.
Cédile's attempt to render the Republic as a paper government
worsened relations with President Thinh and his ministers. A month
into the Cochinchinese experiment, Cédile complained that the
facade of official relations between the French High Commission and
Nguyễn Văn Thinh were proper. But in practice, he clarified, the
president "responds systematically with coldness and distrust toward
us." Cédile lamented that the French authorities has chosen men

Figure 13: Jean Cédile.

whom they thought seemed most worthy to lead the provisional Republic. A colonel in the French
Army (Nguyễn Văn Xuân) and a former doctor at the Paris Hospital (Nguyễn Văn Thinh) seemed
ideal collaborators. Now he wondered to D'Argenlieu, "but were they really?" He concluded in
calling for their dismissal and the election of a new government. Even still, Cédile doubted if a new
Vietnamese president could be any more trusted that the current one.111
President Thinh remained determined to persevere despite the aura of mistrust. He spent
his first months working to slowly win over the practice of authority and force the French to codify
the principle of it at a later time. Through the summer, he was fond of told friends that he was
could not resign until he won for Cochinchina the same liberties that France had given Tonkin.112
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The president continued to pursue diplomatic outreach to broaden the resources available to his
government. French security services reported that he held further meetings with the British and
American Consulates in Saigon, seeking American and English technicians and foreign investment
for the Republic of Cochinchina in exchange for economic advantages or agricultural products.
The French Commission saw his actions as a naked attempt to replace France. And like the
Constitutionalists and Nguyễn Thế Truyền's Vietnam Independence Party, the French accused
President Thinh of seeking their "eviction on short notice."113
Domestically, President Thinh's cabinet attempted to win over popular support by enacting
several broadly popular measures. First was the suppression of the much-maligned colonial headtax. In its place was a "Quốc Gia" [national] defense tax, designed to support the Republican Guard,
and which was graduated based on income. Other acts related to the mundane tasks of
administrations, including reestablishing telegraph posts, budgetary measures, and personnel
changes. The Republic also enacted a limited amnesty for political prisoners arrested by French
forces upon their return in September 1945. French administrators suspected the pardons were
designed to compensate for unpopular cabinet figures like Minister of Justice Trần Văn Tỷ and
Nguyễn Văn Tâm. But what goodwill this measure earned them was likely counteracted by
Nguyễn Tấn Cường and the Popular Front's extrajudicial arrests and the lack of tangible progress
toward independence.114
In its first two months, the Republic had not made any great strides toward autonomy. Its
ability to implement President Thinh's promised changes, like the democratic reform of the
commune and a rural electrification campaign, could not take place without a clear elaboration of
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the Republic's rights vis-a-vis the federal French administration. Their chance to begin this process
came in August, at a conference in the highland city of Dalat that brought together delegates from
Cochinchina, Laos, and Cambodia. The French security services noted that prior to the August
Dalat conference, President Thinh had only consulted with his Minister of Defense Nguyễn Văn
Xuân. He ignored Minister Trần Văn Tỷ, like the public at large, believing he was overly
sympathetic to the French administration.115 Citing other informants, the security services warned
D'Argenlieu that President Thinh's loyalty was in question ahead of the conference. To the degree
that the president was autonomist, it was because of the composition of the DRV's leadership. The
Republic's president actually sought to be the "Ho Chi Minh du Sud," their source reported, realizing
the union of Vietnam according to his own vision.116
D'Argenlieu would indeed find worrying signs at the Dalat conference. Colonel Nguyễn
Văn Xuân acted assertively, demanding the nationalization of the Bank of Indochina. Along with
the Cambodian delegation, the colonel protested against the empowerment of a French federal
state, which he saw as a return to colonial governance. Most shocking to the colonial community,
Nguyễn Văn Xuân declared to journalists what had heretofore been hinted: the Republic of
Cochinchina's leadership did not seek a permanent separation of Cochinchina, Annam, and
Tonkin. That would compromise the unity of the Vietnamese nation, he told the reporters. Instead,
the colonel noted, "nothing would prevent the union of the three kỳ if the Hanoi government wasn't
so leftist."117
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D'Argenlieu and Cédile sought out a tactic that could contain President Thinh and Colonel
Xuân, and placate the colonial lobby. They decided to reinforce the French councilmen in the
Cochinchina Council by increasing the number of seats to 42 (28 Vietnamese, 14 French) and
appointing councilmen they believed were more favorably inclined to France. "I have no reason
to support a man who shows me, and some of my colleagues, an unjustified mistrust" Cédile told
D'Argenlieu in reference to the president, "I believe that it would be wise to let the Cochinchina
Council, if need be, undo what has been done." Cédile thus envisioned that an enlarged council
would support French interests and, if things continued to deteriorate, also choose a new head of
state more amenable to their aims.118 In his office's postmortem on the Republic of Cochinchina,
future High Commissioner Léon Pignon would conclude that Cédile's actions were largely
responsible for the state's failure. The enlarged Cochinchina Council would find itself incapacitated
by internal divisions between the Vietnamese and French councilmen, while Cédile demanded
that the state's sovereign functions remain the prerogative of the French federal administration.119
The Cochinchina Council's sessions that summer laid bare the mistrust at the center of the
Franco-Vietnamese state project. The French councilman William Bazé denounced members of
Nguyễn Văn Thinh's government as being anti-French and in league with the Việt Minh, including
the president's confidant and chief of cabinet, the former đốc phủ sứ [district chief] Phạm Văn Chi.
Bazé also railed against the Vietnamese province chiefs appointed by President Thinh, who he
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claimed were using Vietnamese nationalist propaganda to win
over members of the Việt Minh. For Bazé and the French colons,
this was an act of betrayal. He issued a threatening reminder that
"a total loyalty on the part of the Thinh government was the
condition sin qua non of the confidence" that the French community
had granted to him. The French councilmen moreover demanded
the Republic's leaders provide assurances that they did not intend

Figure 14: William Bazé
circa 1947.

to fuse their state with the DRV. In light of Colonel Xuân's statements at the Dalat conference,
the councilman M. Béziat angrily announced, "Those hostile to us are right here in this council!"
For his part, William Bazé quipped that "It would be preferable to negotiate with Hồ Chí Minh."120
Through the summer, President Thinh was indeed a difficult negotiator. That September,
Commissioner D'Argenlieu was still directing Cédile to pressure Nguyễn Văn Thinh into signing
the convention on the exercise of the president's regulatory powers. Soon thereafter, Nguyễn Văn
Thinh rejected Cédile's request to form a 'permanent commission' that would settle issues arising
between the Republic and the French authorities. The president likely saw through Cédile's
maneuver, which was intended to weaken the Republic's powers and insert a binding mechanism
in the relationship that would compensate for the lack of a formal convention.121 By the summer's
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end, the French members of the council and the High Commissioner's office felt that Minister of
Justice Trần Văn Tỷ and his allies in the Council seemed to be the closest thing to a reliable partner
they had inside the Republic.
But even Trần Văn Tỷ was willing to be critical. He employed
similar tactics of refusal and withdrawal to prevent the federal French
state from overtaking the Republic and his portfolio as minister of
justice. He not only refused to sign a convention that delimited his
powers at the expense of the federal Indochinese federation, but
withdrew from performing the functions of his office until
D'Argenlieu and French parliament agreed to finalize the statue of
Cochinchina as either a territory or dominion, and thus either subject
to French law or its own legal code. He lamented that as the

Figure 15: Trần Văn Tỷ
wearing his toque de velours
[velvet judicial hat] as a
member of the court in
Saigon. c.1940

Republic's minister of justice he was nothing more than a "Garde de Sceaux" [guardian of seals]. He
even critiqued the role of Commissioner D'Argenlieu and the federal state as reincarnations of
colonial control and protested D'Argenlieu's attempt to codify French as the official language of
secondary education.122 Trần Văn Tỷ confided to an acquaintance - who was also the editor of
Tin Điển and a prominent critic of the Republic - that he intended to get the powers that France
had promised him. If not, he would soon resign.123
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The Final Failure of 'Separatism'
By the end of October, the government of President Thinh had atrophied. Nguyễn Văn
Tỷ and a younger councilman named Lê Văn Hoạch grew critical of President Thinh's inability
to wrest full powers for the Republican government. They were moreover tired of the violence that
still plagued the countryside, the lackluster performance of some ministers, and constant press
criticism of their government. At Council meetings on 31 October, President Thinh and Nguyễn
Văn Xuân were forced to defend themselves from these criticisms. Nguyễn Văn Thinh reminded
them that he had pleaded with many of his colleague to join the government (the former
Constitutionalist Lưu Văn Lang and the future DRV Minister of Health Nguyễn Văn Hưởng
among others) but all had declined. On insecurity in the countryside, Nguyễn Văn Xuân replied
that the councilmen's expectations were unreasonable given that Cochinchina was still in a state of
war with the Việt Minh, despite the March accords which called for an armistice. When the
Council secretary Nguyễn Văn Tỷ retorted that he had more confidence in France to pacify the
countryside, Nguyễn Văn Xuân stormed out of the assembly hall. The session concluded with a
call for a vote. By a margin of 25-5, the Council called on President Thinh to name three new
ministers.
On Thursday November 7, the Council met again. M. Béziat and Councilman Nguyễn
Hữu Thuận opened the session by calling for a vote of confidence in the government. President
Thinh replied in his defense. The critiques, he said, were all due to the "hybrid political regime"
forced on Cochinchina. "Is it a colony or a Republic?" he asked. For he did not yet have the powers
invested in a Republic. If there was any doubt as to the preferred outcome of the vote, the French
Councilman Torel broke in and removed it. He read aloud a note that Jean Cédile had sent along,
endorsing a vote to force a new cabinet within the next week. The vote passed 26-3. M. Béziat
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remarked that though the French councilmen did not have confidence in the cabinet of President
Nguyễn Văn Thinh, they did still however have confidence in him.124
Over the weekend, the doctor appeared ready to regroup and continue. Things seemed to
have changed on Sunday when Councilman Thái Lập Thành paid a visit to President Thinh at
his home. He informed the president that plans were underway to reshuffle the cabinet. His
minister of justice, Trần Văn Tỷ, had met with High Commissioner D'Argenlieu earlier in the day.
But Thái Lập Thành brought more with him than just rumors. The minister of justice's chief of
staff had given him a preliminary cabinet list, ostensibly one that Trần Văn Tỷ and D'Argenlieu
had agreed upon earlier. A few new names were present, but many were the same. Except the
position of president, beside which was written: Trần Văn Tỷ.125
The list would be found by Saigon's police the next morning in the pajama pocket of
Nguyễn Văn Thinh's hanging corpse. Saigon's political scene swirled with rumors of Nguyễn Văn
Thinh's death. Some believed that it was the French who had killed the intractable doctor. Most
journals soon proclaimed Nguyễn Văn Thinh had become a new Phan Thanh Giản, invoking the
memory of the Nguyễn Dynasty mandarin who had committed suicide in 1867. Writers recalled
how Phan Thanh Giản had tried to prevent a French military conquest, first by negotiating with
Paris and earning the promise of Napoleon III to return the Nguyễn Dynasty's sovereign southern
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territories seized by French troops. France soon betrayed the agreement and attack the remaining
provinces.126
Writing in Neutral [Trung Lập], a publication operated by critics of the Republic, one
journalist compared Nguyễn Văn Thinh to the mandarin Tôn Thọ Tường, a contemporary of
Phan Thanh Giản who also served in the delegation that negotiated with Napoleon III. Tôn Thọ
Tường was immortalized as a collaborateur, emphasized in official Vietnamese histories and Western
facsimiles through an exchange of poems with his friend Phan Văn Trị.127 While Phan Văn Trị
retreated from administrative service under French rule, Tôn Thọ Tuòng chose to serve in the
native administration. In November 1946, this writer saw a parallel. Both Tôn Thọ Tuòng and
Nguyễn Văn Thinh were immensely talented men who felt "compassion" for the plight of the
Vietnamese and worked to improve their lot. It was simply a shame, the author thought, that
Nguyễn Văn Thinh had mistakenly thought that leading the Republic was the best means to do
this.
As proof, he cited a conversation he had with Nguyễn Văn Thinh months prior. The
President had framed the country's choice as binary: "nowadays, we simply accept one of two
solutions. Either we get departmentalized [becoming French territory] or we accept autonomy
with a government that is detached from the Hanoi government." The latter was the better choice,
he added, "despite it falling short of independence and unified freedom, it is better than becoming
a department." When the writer questioned him on the Republic's unpopularity, Nguyễn Văn
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Thinh replied with a bit of self-deprecation that he knew this well. "But if we intellectuals think an
act is right, then we continue to do it without asking the people's opinion." After all, he reminded
the journalist, he abided the rule: "All for the people, but nothing by the people." The author
concluded that the departed president "was not a race traitor [Việt gian] but not a patriot."128
Nguyễn Văn Thinh soon spoke for himself. A suicide note emerged shortly after his death.
The deceased president clarified that his act was not a renouncement. The letter was addressed to
all his Vietnamese peers, "you my friends, the intellectuals of center, south, and north [Trung, Nam,
Bắc]." He pleaded for them to act now, rather than "confine yourself in a criminal uncertainty,"
invoking the lack of support for his government and the consequent inability to win concessions
from the federal French administration. "I die to show you the path of duty and of liberty in honor,"
he warned. And in a departure from all his previous statements, the doctor also warned the
intellectuals against romanticizing the DRV government's leadership, which had recently purged
its non-communist rivals in the summer of 1946. For the first and last time, the president directly
criticized the Stalinist character of the DRV leadership. "I die to denounce the dangers of a
menacing red dictatorship," Nguyễn Văn Thinh concluded before he hanged himself. 129
In the end, the president felt he had been naive. But not for trusting implicitly in the French
colonial project. If he was inspired by certain French metropolitan ideals, he was wary of their
colonial application. From the beginning, he mistrusted D'Argenlieu and Cédile. It was the
intellectuals of Vietnam, from south to north, that he chose to admonish in his suicide note. More
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than Cédile's subterfuge, he felt that his government (and his pride) had been done in by the great
many Vietnamese elites that should have supported the Republic and thus enabled it to demand
autonomy from France and avoid becoming a departmental territory. Instead, he lamented their
sympathy for the DRV leadership or their noncommittal attitude toward his government.
Too late for the doctor, reinforcement came. Maurice Moutet, France's Overseas Minister,
penned a letter to Commissioner D'Argenlieu at the beginning of November excoriating his and
Cédile's management of the Republic.130 He pointed out the absurdity that the Commissioner and
his aid had awarded the government neither an official office nor a measure of autonomy. He
noted that this was in France's own interest. If the Republic could build a measure of popular
support, then France would not need to engage in the referendum that it had promised in the
March accords. Instead they could act as an arbiter between the DRV and the Republic. The letter
likely arrived after the president had passed.

Legacy
In death, the DRV leadership seize the memory of Nguyễn Văn Thinh to serve their own
state project. Hồ Chí Minh could now afford to strike a more magnanimous tone when he
addressed the doctor. He sought to turn the saga into a morale parable. No longer an enemy to be
denounced by the DRV, Hồ Chí Minh likely reflected on their time together in Paris twenty-five
years earlier, when Nguyễn Văn Thinh may have supplied medical goods that Hồ Chí Minh
distributed to Vietnamese veterans of World War I. Hồ Chí Minh declared that "personally," this
rival president was a "good-natured character and was an excellent medical practitioner. The
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fatherland needs technicians like this." However, it was his "political character" that Hồ Chí Minh
found lacking. The choice to collaborate with France, he concluded, had led the doctor to an
"unavoidable end" that even he had recognized before the moment of his passing.131
Vietnamese politicians and French officials in Saigon came to agree with part of Hồ Chí
Minh's assessment. By the year's end, it was clear that the French separatist strategy could not be
revived. Emboldened by the death of one of their own, the Vietnamese politicians now leading the
Republic spoke up, led by their new president Lê Văn Hoạch. He soon declared what doctor Thinh
had only publicly hinted and privately confided: the Republic was not a separatist state, but rather
one that would retain local administrative autonomy in a forthcoming "Vietnamese federation" of
all three kỳ.132 When the government commemorated the life of Nguyễn Văn Thinh several months
later, their official publication noted that his funeral procession had stopped before the "memorial
to soldiers who sacrificed for Việt Nam." "Nguyễn Văn Thinh was also a soldier full of courage and
sacrifice" who had fallen in battle on behalf of his country.133 The new Republican government
now spoke openly of forming an alliance with moderate elements of the southern DRV's Việt Minh
front.134
The mood within the French administration began to shift too. Jean Cédile, the driving
force behind the birth and death of the Republic, was transferred out of Indochina and replaced
by the veteran administrator Léon Pignon. His first order of business was to commission a
postmortem on the government of Nguyễn Văn Thinh. The failure was unavoidable, his staff
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concluded. The entire state project was doomed by "a compromise in principle between the desire
to have the French representative not abandon any essential prerogative of French authority and,
no less important, for the President of the Republic to exercise real power."135 The two aims were
inimical. Léon Pignon saw instead that France held little hope of maintaining its influence if it did
not challenge the DRV on its own terms. Pignon advocated seeking allies within the Vietnamese
revolution who might be willing to adopt a more moderate form of Vietnamese nationalism that
could accommodate the French presence, and exploit their dissatisfaction with the DRV leadership.
Doing so would require negotiating with the former emperor Bảo Đại, exiled DRV officials, and
those still within the DRV who were dissatisfied with its direction.
That November, the Republic of Cochinchina had effectively died with its president in his
bedroom. It would seem opportune for Nguyễn Bình, the DRV military commander in the south,
to take the initiative to shore up his authority and attack the floundering Republic and its French
sponsors. Yet at that moment Nguyễn Bình was clinging to life in a makeshift field hospital, and
with him Hanoi's hope of controlling the revolution in Cochinchina. He too had been attacked by
his own allies.
The death of Nguyễn Văn Thinh, and the apparent consignment of Nguyễn Bình to the
same fate, would mark the beginning of the Vietnamese counterrevolution and amplify the
ongoing Vietnamese civil war.
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